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Ms Shi lpa Kiran

As I walk down the corridors of the school every day, I
can hear the chatters of young minds, the sounds of
the dancing feet in the younger classes and feel
mesmerised with the presence of children at campus.
It gives me great pleasure to have them around every
single day. 
Vishwa Vidyapeeth- Cambridge International blends
with it the tradition of values through the teaching
learning process and focusses on the enhancement of
the learning experience of the students. We value
individualism and strive to nurture them in our
students.

Message from Principal's Desk

Wishing all  my students  a  bright  and prosperous  Dasara,  Diwali .  
Come back fresh next  term. . . .

We at VVP transition students from an unknown to known stage in a gradual process,
while emphasising on the overall development of the child being our centrifugal point.
The school campus has ample space and facilities for all types of student activities and
learning. We take utmost interest when it comes to sports, co-curriculars with varied
opportunities for every child. We firmly believe that every child is unique and cater to
the needs accordingly to augment their personality. 
We would want to engage students and hold their attention. So, we continuously
upgrade our teaching tools and techniques as well as our academic programmes at
every stage. We are committed to transforming our students into lifelong learners, who
inculcate the attributes of being critical-thinkers, who are self-motivated. We imbibe in
our learners the quality of being good listeners, who synthesise knowledge and
communicate the same in a balanced manner.
We deeply value partnerships with parents and families. Through continuous
communication, we together explore ways of learning that can be taken back home.
We hold several events to make this bond stronger and cherish the community ties for
the betterment of the school as a whole. Associations with parents have made it much
easier for us to hone the skills of a child and bring out the best in them.



Parent Orientation

Studies show, that when families are involved in the education of their children in

positive ways, the children maximize on their untapped potentials and are more

attentive, punctual and demonstrate positive attitude and behaviour. The

foundation for good parent teacher relationship is, frequent and open

communication, mutual respect and a clear understanding of what is best for

each individual child.

Keeping this in mind VVP organized ‘Parent Orientation 2022-2023. The class

teacher and Principal emphasized on School policies and the academic planner

for the year.



Back to school

Students were excited to be on
campus. It was the usual glee,
laughs on the corridors today,
which we have missed so dearly in
the past two years. We are so
happy to find students at every
corner of the campus, with happy
faces.

Setting back to routines is such a pleasure
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IGCSE results
2021-2022
We are elated with the hardwork
and perseverance shown by our
students during their Online and
Offline sessions during the
pandemic. KUDOS to the batch !!!



Investiture Ceremony

Vishwa Vidyapeeth saw a promising
group of new leaders, who took up the
formal office for the academic year 2022-
23. The proud and enthusiastic Council
members received their badge and flag...
with a promise to uphold the dignity of
their position and their school.

The main council was headed by head
boy of IGCSE Mst. Tanmay Velagada &
head girl Ms. Siri Neti.
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Don’t follow the crowd, let the crowd follow you.”
                                                   –  Margaret Thatcher.



"It takes a village to raise a child", an entire community of people must
provide for and interact positively with children. It's only then that
children experience and grow in a safe and healthy environment.

Keeping this in mind, we had our parent community go hand in hand
with us.  We kicked started this academic year with Khelotsav 2022 (An
exclusive Sports event for VVP parents). We also had workshops on Parent
Engagement Programme by Ms Sheetal Chandel and Dr TP Sasikumar.
With the Ganesha Idol making, involving our Grade 1 & 2 with parents set
foot on the festive celebrations at the school campus. 



We celebrated Environment day,
the focus being on SOIL this year.
Ensuring that our soil is rich and
fertile is key to avoiding an
ecological disaster. Various
activities on this, kept the
students reflect on the
importance of SOIL, its
conservation and preservation
through small acts of ours.
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Yoga is the journey of the
self, through the self, to the
self.      -Bhagavad Gita

We celebrated this year’s
International Yoga Day at
our school campus with a
lot of vigour and vitality.
Students from Grade 1 to 10
were a part of this
celebration. 
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Yoga



Sports
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Sports are an incredibly
important part of our
culture. They also teach
us about life. Sports
gives us the opportunity
to be our best and push
our limits. Games and
sport-based activities
have formed a
dominant part of our
IGCSE curriculum with
an interest in providing
a meaningful  sporting
experience to all our
students.

Our Art and Music
classes allow kids to
proactively explore
innovative thoughts,
capabilities, and
mindsets with their
classmates. 



Dance
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Bhagavadgita

Robotics

Our young talents
explore air-mindness by
constructing  models by
one's own hands, while
they understand the 
 various principle of
flight and problems of
construction.

We give ample importance
to dance and theater in the
curriculum and we have
seen students think
creatively and appreciate
diverse cultures and
backgrounds through
these.

All our students are
exposed to the teachings of
Bhagvad Gita which helps
them fight issues like
anxiety and self-doubt in
student life.



Career workshop
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We have a lot of career options these days and students need to
know them. To bridge these gaps, we have a career workshop
session for our high school students. We have professionals from
different walks of life who will give insights about their field and
share their journey with our students. 
We had one session from Dr Mansi Yalamalli give details on the
Dental field and NGO- Animal shelters. We also had Ms Meghasree
speak and share her entrepreneur experience as a Freelance
Architect.



Field trips

Planetarium
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Model
Village

ISRO
We had students visit ISRO,
Planetarium and the model
village during this academic year.
These were in line with their
learning.
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Student debate has the capacity to both deeply engage the students in
relevant learning, and to encourage students to be deep thinkers. We
have monthly debating sessions on Science and Global Perspective topics
on various topics from - "technology has reduced our social skills" to
"Ukraine war". And we enjoy every session of these, since we see the depth
of the research done, arguments put across, and watch students keep
their nerves while they rebuttal each other. It's an engrossing and learning
session for all of us.



Science Experimental Learning
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Active engagement provides
deeper learning and that it's
okay if you make mistakes as
you learn from those as well.
This has been our learning
methodology for all our
students. They usually are given
the broader spectrum of
"Learning by doing".



Math Activities
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English Activities
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Celebrations
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Celebrations
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Celebrations
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Winners



Winners
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Winners
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"It takes a big heart to shape little minds". 

We appreciate the contribution of the parent community immensely. 

Together we shall give our children roots to GROW and wings to FLY


